Characteristics of eye movements in 3-D object learning: comparison between within-modal and cross-modal object recognition.
Recent studies have indicated that the object representation acquired during visual learning depends on the encoding modality during the test phase. However, the nature of the differences between within-modal learning (eg visual learning-visual recognition) and cross-modal learning (eg visual learning-haptic recognition) remains unknown. To address this issue, we utilised eye movement data and investigated object learning strategies during the learning phase of a cross-modal object recognition experiment. Observers informed of the test modality studied an unfamiliar visually presented 3-D object. Quantitative analyses showed that recognition performance was consistent regardless of rotation in the cross-modal condition, but was reduced when objects were rotated in the within-modal condition. In addition, eye movements during learning significantly differed between within-modal and cross-modal learning. Fixations were more diffused for cross-modal learning than in within-modal learning. Moreover, over the course of the trial, fixation durations became longer in cross-modal learning than in within-modal learning. These results suggest that the object learning strategies employed during the learning phase differ according to the modality of the test phase, and that this difference leads to different recognition performances.